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Risk
Assessment

Personal
Feedback/
Synthesis

Staged-based
skills building/

Video
Counseling

Printouts

Check risk
perception at
start of RA

Check risk perception
at end of Feedback

Risk Feedback
Plan(s)
Referrals

Steps
-barriers
-when
-facilitators

User Login /
Registration

Followup
Same Day
Day 2-60

> 60

General Overview

2

Prevention Plan
1) Select plan.
2) Choose steps.
3) Plan checks:
- When will you start?
- Who might support you?
- Barriers?
- Overcoming barriers?
- Realistic plan?

Summary

General Overview
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Recruitment log
- Demographics of all pts
approached
- Accepted HIV testing (Y/
N)
- Accepted other tests (Y/N)
- Accepted study (Y/N)
- Enter Anonymous/
Confidential choice &
chartIDs. ChartID needs to
be checked if unique (or
return visit).

5/4/2004Resources
Online

Organizational
Diagram

Study questions (concern,
importance, efficacy)

Rapid Overview
Rapid HIV test

CARE
3

Specimen
collection for
Rapid HIV Test
- Verbal Consent Specimen
collection
- In clinical settings, Rapid
specimen collection occurs
before PT login.
- In kiosk settings, Rapid
specimen collection occurs
after CARE tool is complete
and before PT visit.

Login
Includes:
- Enter StaffID
- Generate RecID for PT

Rapid available
& accepted

Rapid test
consent
confirmation

Login
Includes:
- Login (5 questions) &
Password
- Date of last visit, if any,
and route to new, inter-
rupted, or return visit

Risk Assessment

Feedback/Risk
Synthesis

Personalized
Counseling
- Stage-based counseling
- Skills building videos

Prevention Plan
1) Select plan.
2) Choose steps.
3) Plan checks:
- When will you start?
- Who might support you?
- Barriers?
- Overcoming barriers?
- Realistic plan?

Staff
Staff interrupt
Can occur at any point.
Includes:
- Enter rapid test result.

Printout
- Risk summary-incl.
RISK/IMPORT/EFFICACY
- Plan and Steps
- Referrals
- Can we share printout
with provider?

Repeat Study questions
(study only)

Prevention areas:
- Choosing your partner
- Talking with your partner
- Safer sex alternatives
- Using condoms
- Testing
- Alchol/substance use
- Mental health

Followup:
- If same day, finish
interrupted CARE session
- If < 60 days fup, ask about
plan success
- If > 60 days fup, ask about
plan success and repeat
Risk Assessment and plan

Testing log for
Rapid HIV Test

HIV testing
offered
(if not already done)
- If yes, go to HIV consent
documentation

Post-Visit
Assessment
- (study only)

Rapid not available
or refused

Sign Study
consent.
Include name
and ChartID.

Printout for staff
- Informed consent
- Test result

Printout for staff if
PT agrees
- Risk/plan/referrals

PT Route

HIV result/
counseling
Rapid result verbally given
by staff, results stored in
CARE. Counseling
elements noted in CARE:
- if preliminary positive =
confirmatory test, assess
support, suicidality/
homocidality, HIV tx
referrals, etc.
- if negative = result &
meaning, support behavior
change to stay negative,
recommended retesting
schedule
- Other test results if
appropriate

-AND-
(order depends on clinic flow)

RA areas:
- Demographics
- Last sex partner/condom
stage
- 12 mo. Partners by HIV
status
- HIV surveillance
- Drug/alcohol
- HIV/STD history
- Contraception
- Depression

Counseling assessment:
Risk barriers/facilitators

Standard clinic
visit/exam

Rapid Overview
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ADMIN-1

CLINNUM Study Only
Issued by us, required

Gather as much
of this data as

possible on
product order

form, and
configure it in DB
prior to shipping.

[mandatory]
RUNMODE

Will the survey be staff-initiated
(normal mode) or patient-

initiated (kiosk mode)? (Sets
opening screen default)

If NOT “None”

[mandatory]
HIVPRIV

Are you offering anonymous
HIV testing?

[mandatory]
HIVCONS

Is there a separate consent
form required for HIV testing?

Mandatory items
indicated by this

color

ALOGIN

Admin Login
Staff User accounts &

passwords
[1 Admin & at least 1 Staff
account must be created to

continue past this point]

[mandatory]
CLINTYP

Urgent Care/ED
Adult Medicine

Pediatrics
Family Medicine

Adolescent/Teem
Planned Parenthood/Family Planning

VA
STD Clinic

Community-based HIV/STD Outreach

CNSNTFRM Consent Form to edit p.r.n.

[mandatory]
SPCPROT

Do you usually collect the
specimen before or after the

CARE survey?
[This will store default. Can be
changed on patient-by-patient

basis during Staff Login]

Goto OTHTEST
Page ADMIN-2

Else

goto HIVINCT
Page ADMIN-2

If NOT “Rapid”

RSLTWAIT
1 week
2 weeks
3 weeks
other

goto HIVINCT
Page ADMIN-2

[mandatory]
HIVTEST

What type of HIV test are you
offering?
-Rapid Oral (which one?)
-Rapid Blood (which one?)
-Standard blood
-Standard oral fluid
-Standard urine
-None
-Other

[mandatory]
CLINNAM Clinic Name

[mandatory]
MACHID

[retrieve processor ID]
[used as part of unique ID for

study]

ADMIN-1
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[mandatory]
LOCREF

Local
Referrals

YES

NO

HIVINCT What incentive do you offer
($,other) for HIV testing.

HIVCOUN

What types of counseling do
you offer for HIV testing?
-face to face
-written materials
-video
-group sessions
-computer

HIVTEST
RESULT

OPTIONS

How do you give HIV test
results?
-Face to face
-Telephone
-Email
-Other

ADMIN-2

[mandatory]
PRINTOUT

What summary reports do you want?
-Bubble form

-HAP summary
-Outreach summary

-Other
-None

[mandatory]
STITEST

What types of tests are you
offering?
-Gonorrhea
-Chlamydia
-Syphilis
-Trich
-Hepatitis A
-Hep B
-Hep C
-Herpes
-HPV
-Pap
-PPD
-Other (specify)

5

[mandatory]
OTHTEST

Will you need to collect data on
other tests and acceptance?
(YN)

Admin Logout

ADMIN-2
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STAFF LOGIN 1

You are approaching every ___
patients today.RECPTAP

Estimated age of recruitment subject.ESTAGE

ESTRAC Estimated race of recruitment subject.

ESTGEN Estimated gender of recruitment
subject.

[generated recruitment ID number]
Site-specific prefix (from clinic
name?), hardwareID, unique ID.

RECID

Goto
RERECID

Page STAFFLOG-1a

[Needed for login for HIV testing]STAFFID

[Needed for login for HIV testing]STAFFPWD

IF IN STUDY

If Yes

IF not in study but in OUTREACH

If NO, RA asks if  PT would mind answering a few
more questions on the computer. If Y, turn
computer to PT and continue below. If NO, Staff
complete qqs below.

If clinic staff

Location todayVENUE

Last  HIV test (How long ago/refuse
to answer/not asked)LSHIV

LASTUS Last unprotected vag/anal sex
(howlong)

MO3DRUE Ever IDU Y/N
(from RA)

PARTHIV Partner HIV status

Accept study? Y/N. If no, why not?
(List+other)ACCSTU

SHARLS How long ago IDU?
(from RA)

No

NEW: When STAFF logs in,
displays tests and test results
for a PT. It will note if PT has
accepted a test but results have
not been entered.

Yes

STAFFLOG-1
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IF Yes, goto
HANDOFF

Page STAFFLOG-2

RECID mistypedStaffer re-enters RECID to
ensure no transcription error.RERECID

Yes
goto ESTAGE

Page STAFFLOG-1

No
GOTO LOGOUT

If testing accepted

IF No and OUTREACH, goto ??
Staff-completed RA routing ???

Is anon or confidential testing
accepted? (Anon/Conf/Both)anonconf

If anon
If conf, or not accepted testing

What is anon chart ID?anonID

What is confidential chart ID?confID

Enter bubble ID (if required)bubID

Else

LOGANOT Would you like to login another PT?

ACCYN
What kind of HIV testing does pt
accept?
-select list + none (pt declines HIV
testing)

RANDLOG Randomization (if in study). (Tool
contains randomization table.)

If testing YES, or NOT OUTREACH

IF Clinic

IF
OUTREACH

IF TEST=NO, and
OUTREACH and

not in STUDY

If not accepted testing

IF NO

If CLINIC, and
study staff and

PT refuses study

STAFF LOGIN 1a

ACCCARE If not in study, does patient accept
CARE tool?

CHKID
(Study only)

Check for repeat confID or anonID–IF
EXIST in UCC, then PT can’t
continue. ELSE continue.

ALL
7

STAFFLOG-1a
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Is the patient ready to log in?HANDOFF

Store data and exit. Patient must
contact RA to enter RECID at beginning
of Patient Login (PAT LOGIN)

No
[timeout interval]

Yes

[timeout interval]

[Track time between
HANDOFF and Patient Login]TIMEOUT

Pass RECID value to Patient Login and
continue with PAT LOGIN.

Goto
PATLOG

Page PAT LOGIN

STAFF LOGIN 2

8

STAFFLOG-2
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PATIENT LOGIN

IF Interval NOT Same Day and < 61 days
Goto FU 2-60 P1

Else
go to 61WEL
Page FU > 60

IF NEW or > 60 days

Interval = Same Day
goto SAMEWEL

Page FU RESUME

RECID
not set

RECID already set

Staff

Please ask a staff
member to type in

your recruitment ID.
RECIDMSG

Check last dateLSTDAT

9

Are you working with a staff
member today, or taking this

survey on your own?
PATRECID

[Generate a recruitment ID]GENRECID

Kiosk

At least 3
questions matched

Not
Recognized

Welcome!
Login (5 questions)

Password
PATLOG

[check for RECID]RECEXIST

NO
Goto RA

If Kiosk:
Have you been here before?RETRY

Yes

No
or NOT Kiosk5 Tries then exit

Get staff or
run

Too many
Login failures

Yes

No

Password correct?PCHK

Password hintPHINT

Accepted testing?ACCTST2

Yes, standard test
goto Stnd consent page

Yes, Rapid test
goto RAPID consent page

PAT LOGIN
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AVATAR INTRO

10

This session has been
designed to protect your

privacy. Nothing you answer
will be linked to you by name.
Your provider won't see any of
your answers here unless you
choose to share a printout with

them at the end of the
session.

LBAVATAR

Welcome to your personalized
computer counseling session.
It's great that you are taking

the time to explore your risks.
Please select one of the

counselors to be your guide
through this session, or select

the no guide option.

AVATAR

Note these two vars
repeated on Page RA

INTRO

AVATAR INTRO
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HIV CONSENT

If Stnd Test

Goto
ID

Page RA INTRO

RAPWEL

You have indicated that you would
like to get a ____ (rapid/Stnd) test
today, which will allow you to get
your test result _____. (end of
visit/1 week/2 weeks/3 weeks–see
admin var)

RAPREADY
If you are ready to sign a
consent form for HIV test,
click HERE.

Click
Route to Rapid test video

CNSNT Route to Consent FormClick

TSTFAQ Do you have any questions?
FAQ form

11

YES and rapid

PRETEST [Assess if they can handle a +
result. Language to TBA]

IF Rapid

Rapid test video

RAP2ST
After you get your results,
you’ll return here for a few
followup questions.

If Study

Goto
ID

Page RA INTRO

NO
Goto

ID
Page RA INTRO

RAPLRNMOR
If you are interested in
learning more about rapid
testing, click HERE.

No Click

SPECCOL Specimen collected yet? (Y/N)

RAP2RA

While your test is being run,
let’s talk about what’s been
going on for you lately. You’re
results will probably be ready
by the time you complete this
session.

HIV CONSENT
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Else
If “No” to all sex questions,

Go To LBLWHOGD
Page RA ETOH-STD

Risk Assessment

SEXANAL First Had Anal Sex When?

SEXVAG First Had Vaginal Sex
When?

Initial Sex Questions

AVATAR

EDUC Highest Level of Education

RACE Racial Background

LATIN Are you of Hispanic or Latino?
TRANSOP Preop or Postop

TRANSGEN M->F or F->M

GEN Gender If Transgendered:

If Not Transgendered:

Intro Questions

LASHLTH How long ago was you last
visit to a health care provider?

VISRES Reason for visit

Risk Perception Questions

VIRPREF Future Sex Preferences

EFFICACY How confident will be able to
make changes to reduce risk?

IMPORT How important to avoid getting
an STD or HIV...

APPINTRO Today we'll develop a plan to help you
lower your risk of getting HIV or STDs.

LBAVATAR

LBLSTART Let's pratice answering the
different kinds of questions

LBLRISK Now let's find out about your
risks for STDs and HIV.

Go To
LBLP1INT

Page RA P1-1

RA INTRO12

Study var. Can
cut for marketed
tool.

RISK2 How concerned are you about
having an STD or HIV?

HLTHINS Insurance Status

ZIP ZIP code. 0=homeless

AGE
Calculated

[birthdate one of the 5 Qs in
PATLOG]

RA INTRO
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Page RA P1-1

General P1 Questions

P1_NICK P1's Nickname

P1_LREL Type of Relationship With P1

P1_FRSD How Long Ago Was First Time

P1_LAS How Long Ago Was Last Time

P1_GEN P1's Gender

LBLP1INT questions about the last person
you've had sex with

P1 Behavior Questions

P1_LASUNP

LAST time you had anal or
vaginal sex with

<%P1_NICK%> without
condom.

Go To
P1_3MGET

Page RA P1-2

13

RA P1-1
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Page RA P1-2

P1_3CV Times Vag/Anal Condom
Usage (calculate Usage %)

P1_3CVA How Long Condom Usage?

P1_3CV6 Condom Usage Next 6
Month?

P1_3CA Anal Condom Usage
(calculate Usage %

P1_3CAA How Long Condom Usage?

P1_3CA3 Condom Usage Next 30
Days?

P1_3CA6 Condom Usage Next 6
Month?

Not Always Always

Not Always

Always

Male - Male SexFemale - Male Sex

Condom Usage

Yes Yes

No

CALCULATE:
‘P1_socv:
if Q2- DK, DKA and Q1c - No = Precontemplation
if Q2- DK, DKA and Q1c – N/A = Not stageable
if Q2- DK, DKA and Q1c -Yes = Contemplation;

if Q2 – Never & Q1b- No & Q1c-No = Precontemplation
if Q2 – Never & Q1b- N/A = Precontemplation
if Q2 – Never & Q1b- No & Q1c-Yes = Contemplation
if Q2 – Never & Q1b- Yes = Contemplation;

if Q2- Sometimes or Usually & Q1b-No & Q1c-No =
Precontemplation
if Q2- Sometimes or Usually & Q1b-N/A = Not stageable
if Q2- Sometimes or Usually & Q1b-No & Q1c-Yes =
Contemplation
if Q2- Sometimes,  or Usually & Q1b-Yes = Preparation

if Q2 - Always and Q1a - N/A = Not stageable
if Q2 - Always and Q1a-< 6 mo = Action,
if Q2 - Always and Q1a- >6 mo = Maintenance

No

P1_3CV3 Condom Usage Next 30
Days?

No Sex In Last 2 Months

Sex In Last 2 Months

DK/
DWTA

DK/
DWTA

P1_NCON Reasons condom not always
used

P1_3CVBP Calculate percentage range

P1_3CVP Calculate exact percentage

P1_3CABP Calculate percentage range

P1_3CAP Calculate exact percentage

P1_NCON Reasons condom not always
used(same var)

Female - Female, or Haven’t
Used Condom in 2 Months,

Skip to P1_LSXST
Page RA P1-3

CALCULATE:
‘P1_soca:
if Q2- DK, DKA and Q1c - No = Precontemplation
if Q2- DK, DKA and Q1c – N/A = Not stageable
if Q2- DK, DKA and Q1c -Yes = Contemplation;

if Q2 – Never & Q1b- No & Q1c-No = Precontemplation
if Q2 – Never & Q1b- N/A = Precontemplation
if Q2 – Never & Q1b- No & Q1c-Yes = Contemplation
if Q2 – Never & Q1b- Yes = Contemplation;

if Q2- Sometimes or Usually & Q1b-No & Q1c-No =
Precontemplation
if Q2- Sometimes or Usually & Q1b-N/A = Not stageable
if Q2- Sometimes or Usually & Q1b-No & Q1c-Yes =
Contemplation
if Q2- Sometimes,  or Usually & Q1b-Yes = Preparation

if Q2 - Always and Q1a - N/A = Not stageable
if Q2 - Always and Q1a-< 6 mo = Action,
if Q2 - Always and Q1a- >6 mo = Maintenance

Goto
P1_MONO

Page RA P1-3

14

Goto
P1_MONO

Page RA P1-3

P1_3MGET Times Vag/Anal Last 2
Months

P1_3MZ No Sex, Correct?

SOCNOSEX Set P1_SOCV = 5
Set P1_SOCA = 5

Incorrect

P1_3RNG Times Per Week Correct

P1_SOCA Calculated MSM/anal stage
of change.P1_SOCV Calculated vag/anal stage of

change.

RA P1-2
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Condom Use Issues

P1_CAFT Condom After Start

P1_CBRK Condom Broke

P1_LSXST P1 Have HIV?

P1_HVSTD P1 Likelihood of STD

P1_RISK What other HIV / STD risks do
you think P1 may have?

P1_OTLNG How long Since Sex With
Other Than P1?

P1 Closing Questions

Goto PO_LVA
Page RA P0

P1P2CONC Calculated

P1P2GAP Calculated

P2_EXISTS Calculated

P1_HIVSO calculated variable

P1_MONO Been Monogamous?

P1_COR calculated variable

P1_CUSE calculated variable

P1_CNB
Many people say that they
have some problems using

condoms.

Female - Female, or Haven’t
Used Condom in 3 Months,

Skip to P1_LSXST

P1_ISXOT Calculated

From Page
RA P1-2

Page RA P1-3
15

RA P1-3
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PO_LVA

How long ago did you have
unprotected anal or vaginal sex

with someone other than
<%P1_NICK%>?

PO_HIV What was this person's HIV
status?

PO_STD

During the time that you were
having sex with this person,

how likely is it that they had an
STD?

From Page RA P1-3
(Greater Than

6 Months)

Page: RA P0
16

MPMYEAR
With how many male partners
did you have anal or oral sex

last year?

Number of Partners

IF P0_LVA

Else

FPMYEAR
With how many male partners
did you have vaginal, anal or

oral sex last year?

Skips the MSM and MSW
iterations of the SEXBY grid.

How many times did you have
vaginal or anal sex with this P.PO_TIMES

Of the ___ times you had
vaginal or anal sex, how many
times did you use condoms?

PO_CUSE

MPFYEAR
With how many female partners
did you have vaginal, anal, or

oral sex last year?

MPMYRORL
Of these __ male partners, with

how many did you have oral
sex only (no anal sex).

MPMYRRG [Range check. Number can’t be
> MPMYEAR]

MPMYEAR
> 0

Else
MPMYRORL

<= MPMYEAR
Else

MPFYRRG [Range check. Number can’t be
> MPFYEAR]

MPFYEAR
> 0

Else

If MALE

MPFYRORL
<= MPFYEAR

Goto SXBYMSMI
Page SEXBYATOP

FPMYRORL
Of these __ male partners, with

how many did you have oral
sex only (no anal/vaginal sex).

FPMYRRG [Range check. Number can’t be
> FPMYEAR]

FPMYEAR
> 0

Else

FPMYRORL
<= FPMYEAR

Goto SXBYWSM

If FEMALE

MPFYRORL

Of these __ female partners,
with how many did you have
oral sex only (no anal/vaginal

sex).

RA P0
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SXBYMSM

Check value:
MPMYEAR > 0

&
MPMYEAR != MPMYRORL

SEXBYATOP

17

zero

12MOATOP
In the past 12 months, with

how many men have you had
insertive anal sex (top)?

No

ATOPPOS HIV Positive?

ATOPUNK HIV status unknown to you?

ATOPNEG HIV Negative?

Yes

ATOPCNPS

With the HIV positive partners,
did you use condoms:

- Never
- Sometimes

- Usually
- Always

ATOPCNNG

With the HIV negative
partners, did you use

condoms:
- Never

- Sometimes
- Usually
- Always

ATOPCNUN

With the partners with
unknown HIV status, did you

use condoms:
- Never

- Sometimes
- Usually
- Always

Range Check OK

> zero

LBLATOP

Of the men you’ve had
insertive (top) anal sex with in
the past 12 months, how many

were:

Goto
12MOABOT

Page SEXBYABOT

Male w/ at least one male
partner - insertive

If they equal each other, then
all MSM sex was oral, so skip

to MSW iteration of grid.

ATOPRG
[Range check. Numbers must

add up to value of
12MOATOP]

ATOPRGER Range check error message.
Please try again.

Range check
not OK

Goto
SXBYMSW

Page
SEXBYMSW

SEXBYATOP
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SEXBYABOT

Zero

> zero

Range check OK

ABOTCNUN

With the partners with
unknown HIV status, did you

use condoms:
- Never

- Sometimes
- Usually
- Always

ABOTCNNG

With the HIV negative
partners, did you use

condoms:
- Never

- Sometimes
- Usually
- Always

ABOTCNPS

With the HIV positive partners,
did you use condoms:

- Never
- Sometimes

- Usually
- Always

ABOTUNK HIV status unknown to you?

ABOTNEG HIV Negative?

ABOTPOS HIV Positive?

LBLABOT

Of the men you’ve had
receptive anal sex (bottom)
with in the past 12 months,

how many were:

12MOABOT
In the past 12 months, with

how many men have you had
receptive anal sex (bottom)?

Goto SXBYMSW
Page SEXBYMSW

18
Male w/ at least one male

partner - receptive

ABOTRG
[Range check. Numbers must

add up to value of
12MOABOT]

Range check error message.
Please try again.

Range check
not OK

ABOTRGER

SEXBYABOT
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SEXBYMSW

zero

> zero

MSWVACU

With the partners with
unknown HIV status, did you

use condoms:
- Never

- Sometimes
- Usually
- Always

MSWVACN

With the HIV negative
partners, did you use

condoms:
- Never

- Sometimes
- Usually
- Always

MSWVACP

With the HIV positive partners,
did you use condoms:

- Never
- Sometimes

- Usually
- Always

MSWVANEG HIV Negative?

MSWVAPOS HIV Positive?

LBMSWVA

Of the women  you’ve had
vaginal or anal sex with in the

past 12 months, how many
were:

Yes

Goto
HIVSURV

No

19
Males only, sex w/females,

vaginal/anal insertive.

Males skip WSM
iteration of grid.

SXBYMSW

Check value:
MPFYEAR > 0

&
MPFYEAR != MPFYRORL

If they equal each other, then
all MSW sex was oral, so skip

this iteration of grid.

MSW12MO
In the past 12 months, with
how many women have you

had  vaginal or anal sex?

MSWVAUNK HIV status unknown to you?

Range check OK

MSWRG
[Range check. Numbers must

add up to value of
MSW12MO]

Range check error message.
Please try again.

Range check
not OK

MSWRGER

SEXBYMSW
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SEXBYWSM

zero

> zero

WSMVACPU

With the partners with
unknown HIV status, did you

use condoms:
- Never

- Sometimes
- Usually
- Always

WSMVACN

With the HIV negative
partners, did you use

condoms:
- Never

- Sometimes
- Usually
- Always

WSMVACP

With the HIV positive partners,
did you use condoms:

- Never
- Sometimes

- Usually
- Always

WSMVAUNK HIV status unknown to you?

WSMVANEG HIV Negative?

WSMVAPOS HIV Positive?

LBWSMVA

Of the people you’ve had
vaginal or anal sex with in the

past 12 months, how many
were:

WSM12MO
In the past 12 months, with

how many men have you had
vaginal or anal sex?

Yes

Goto
HIVSURV

No

20
Females only, sex w/males,

vaginal/anal, insertive/receptive.

SXBYWSM

Check value:
FPMYEAR > 0

&
FPMYEAR != FPMYRORL

If they equal each other, then
all WSM sex was oral, so skip

this iteration of grid.

Range check OK

WSMRG
[Range check. Numbers must

add up to value of
WSM12MO]

Range check error message.
Please try again.

Range check
not OK

WSMRGER

SEXBYWSM
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HIVSURV

Since 1978 have you had any of the following risks for HIV (please check all that
apply)

1= had sex with a man {Calculate and skip if sex with man or women in past year}
2= had sex with a woman {Calculate and skip as above}

3=used injecting drugs
4=had sex while high on drugs
5=had sex for drugs or money

6=been diagnosed with a sexually transmitted disease
7=had sex with an injecting drug user

8= had sex with a man who had sex with other men
9= had sex with a person with HIV/AIDS

10= I was born to a mother with HIV/AIDS
11= Been a hemophiliac or received a blood transfusion

12=Had a needle stick injury while working
13=Been a victum of a sexual assault

14=Ever spent more than one night in jail or prison?
15=I have not had any of the above risks

Goto PO_LVA
Page RA P0

HIVSURV

21

HIVSURVEY
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Page: Out

“Outness”

If MSM or WSW

MSMOUT How "out" are you?

ORIENT What is your sexual identity?

Goto
LBLDRAL

Page RA ETOH-STD

22

RA OUT
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Drugs & Alcohol

From Page INTRO
All Initial Sex Questions

negative: skip to
LBLWHOGD.

TICPOS Calculated variable

Else No
&

All WHOGRD
values

are zero

From Page RA PART-OUT

Page: RA ETOH-STD

23

Goto TESTHX
Page RA STD

TICS2 Felt need to cut down on your
drinking or Drug Use

TICS1 Drunk or used drugs more than
you meant to?

WHOGRD2 Alcoholic beverages

WHOGRD1 Tobacco products

LBLWHOGD

In youir life, which of the
following substances have you

ever used (non-medical use
only)?

WHOGRD4 Cocaine

WHOGRD3 Cannabis

WHOGRD6 Inhalants

WHOGRD5 Amphetamines

WHOGRD8 Hallucinogens

WHOGRD7 Sedatives

WHOGRD10 Other - specify:

WHOGRD9 Opioids

EVIDU
(was

MO2DRUE)

Check value.
(ever used IDU)

Ask Q again if NULL (if skipped
or refused in recruitment log) or

if answer was “No”.

MO2DSX2
In the past 2 months, have you
had unprotected sex because

you were drunk/high.

WHOOFT2 Alcoholic beverages

WHOOFT1 Tobacco products

LBLWHOOF
In the past two months, how

often have you used the
substances you mentioned.

WHOOFT4 Cocaine

WHOOFT3 Cannabis

WHOOFT6 Inhalants

WHOOFT5 Amphetamines

WHOOFT8 Hallucinogens

WHOOFT7 Sedatives

WHOOFT10 Other - specify:

WHOOFT9 Opioids

Any non-zero
response

Else

All except
tobacco

SHARGIV

In the last year, with how many
different people did you give
needles or works to use after
you had already used them?

__ Unknown HIV status
__ HIV Positive
__ HIV Negative

SHARLS

(Needle sharing)
Ask again if NULL (if skipped or
refused in recruitment log), or if

“No”.

SHARRCV

In the last year, with how many
different people did you use

needles or works that they had
used before you?

__ Unknown HIV status
__ HIV Positive
__ HIV Negative

In the past 2 months, how
many times did you use

needles or works that had been
used before you by your:
____ partners whose HIV

status you didn’t know
____ HIV positive partners
____ HIV negative partners

MO2SHAR

If tobac
only

LASTIV Last IV drug use

2MOIDU1

In the past 2 months, how often
did you use injected drugs?

[radio buttons]
- Once weekly or less

- More than once per week

2MOIDU2
[radio buttons]

- Fewer than 3 days in a row
- 3 or more days in a row

RA ETOH
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LHIVRSLT What Was The Result?

LHIVTEST How Long Ago?

TESTHX Have You Been Tested For
HIV?

No

Yes

STDYN Have You Been Told You Have
An STD?

STDGC Gonorrhea

STDNGU NGU

STDCT Chlamydia

STDSYPH Syphilis

STDHEP Hepatitis B or C

STDHSV Genital herpes

STDHPV Genital warts (HPV)

STDTV Trichomoniasis

STDPID Pelvic Inflammatory Diseases
(PID)

STDO Other

HIV and Other STDs

If Gender = Male If Gender = Female

All

To BCYN
Page RA BC-PREG-MISC

LSTDTEST [If LSHIV=null:]
When Last other STD Test?

24

HTRANS
[calculated]

LHIVRSLT (HIV+), ATOPNEG
or ATOPUNK, ATOPCNUN

HACQH
[calculated]

LHIVRSLT (HIV-); ABOTCNPS
= (never, sometimes, usually)

HACQVH
[calculated]

LHIVRSLT (HIV-); ABOTCNPS
= (never, sometimes, usually)

RA STD
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SYNTH calculated vars for
downstream routing

Page: SYNTH-CALC

if SSHAPLST = (any answer)
Goto SYNTHCON
Page: SYNTH-2

OUTNS2M
(0,1)

If needle/works sharing in past
2 months (from SHARLS)

OUTIDUYR

(0,1)
If needle/works sharing in past
1 year with Partner of unk or

discordant status (from
SHARLS)

OUTSX2M

(2 mos)(0,1)
IF unprotected vaginal/anal sex

AND partner of unknown or
discordant status, then

- for P1 use unprotected sex
and P status

- for P0 use unprotected sex
and P status

HIVTSTRSLT of P0

OUTSXYR

(1 year) (0,1)
IF unprotected vaginal/anal sex

AND partner of unknown or
discordant status, then

- for P1 use unprotected sex
and P status

- for P0 use unprotected sex
and P status

- Grid: unprotected sex and P
 status

HIVTSTRSLT of P0

OUTNSYR
(0,1)

ANY needle/works sharing in
past 1 year  (from SHARLS)

25

SYNTH-CALC
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Misc. / Lifestyle

BCYN Using Birth Control?

BCM What Kinds?

PREG Have you ever been pregnant
or gotten somebody pregnant?

GRAV How many times have you
been pregnant?

PREGABOR How many times have you had
an abortion?

PREGMISC How many times have you had
a miscarriage?

PREGLIVE How many times have you
given birth?

No

No
or GEN=Male

Yes

If Male-Female Sex Within the Last Year:

Yes: Female Only

Birth Control / Pregnancy

Goto
SSMEAN

Page RR ASSESS

DEPRESDX Calculated

BCO Trying To Get Pregnant?

PREGCALC Please go back and check your
answers.

Nums don’t add up

From
Page RA ETOH-STD

Page: RA BC-PREG-MISC 26

DEPRESS0
In the last two weeks, how
often have you been bothered
by either of the following
problems:

DEPRESS1 Little interest or pleasure in
doing things?

DEPRESS2 Feeling down, depressed, or
hopeless?

End of Risk Assessment

RA BC-PREG-MISC
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Page: COUN ASSESS

IF (SEXVAG = Never
AND SEXANAL = Never)

skip to FDBKINTRO

SSMEAN Know how someone might get
HIV or STDs?

SSHAPLST Reasons for unprotected sex

SSBAR What else gotten in the way of
reducing risks?

SSWORK What have you tried to reduce
your risks?.

REASONS Reasons why you would not
want to get an STD or HIV?

IF anyone except for P1_socv=maint
and no unprotected sex in last year by P0 or grid.

MSG: That's right.IF SSMEAN = 0+1+3 ONLY

MSG: STDs and HIV can be spread through
anal and vaginal sex. STDs and HIV can also be

spread by oral sex, but not as easily. Using
condoms correctly and consistently can reduce
your risk. HIV and other infections can also be

spread by sharing needles or works.

IF SSMEAN = anything

MSG: Kissing is not thought to spread HIV or
most STDs.IF SSMEAN = 2, 4

From
Page RA BC-PREG-MISC

27

BIGRISK Goto Feedback screen
[Link to feedback screen]

COUN ASSESS
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28

Page: FEEDBACK-1

FDBKINTRO

You've done a great job
answering these questions.
Let's summarize what we've

talked about so far.

IF RISK2 >= 1 AND
(IF OUSTSXYR=1 OR OUTIDUYR=1)

AND SSWORK =6
FEEDBACK1

You’ve said that you were
concerned about getting HIV or
STDs, but you’re doing things

that mean you could get HIV or
an STD. See below:

FEEDBACK2

You’ve said that you were
concerned about getting HIV or
STDs, and you’re doing some
things to protect yourself. But,
you’re doing other things that
mean you could get HIV or an

STD. See below:

FEEDBACK3

You’ve said that you’re not very
concerned getting HIV or STDs,

but you’re doing things that
mean you could get HIV or an

STD. See below:

FEEDBACK4

You’ve said that you’re not very
concerned about getting HIV or
STDs, and you are doing some
things to protect yourself. But,
you’re doing other things that
mean you could get HIV or an

STD. See below:

IF RISK2>=1 AND
(IF OUSSXYR=1 OR OUTIDUYR=1)

AND SSWORK<6

IF RISK2=0 AND SSWORK=6

IF RISK2=0 AND SSWORK<6
 AND (OUTSXYR=1 OR OUTIDUYR=1)

Goto FEEDBACK-2

IF HTRANS=1 FEEDBACK5

You are at a high risk for
passing HIV to others, based

on having sex with others who
are HIV negative or of unknown

HIV status.

IF HACQVH=1 FEEDBACK6

You are at very high risk for
getting HIV based on having
unprotected sex with an HIV

positive person.

FEEDBACK-1
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Page: FEEDBACK-2

FBKALLHIVN You have only chosen partners
who tested negative for HIV.

FBKHIVUN
You chose a sex partner who
may have had HIV or other

STDs

FBKTALKPART
You talked with one or more
of your sex partners about

HIV

FBKNOTTALK You have not talked with all of
your partners about HIV

29

IF HIV- AND P0 is HIV-
AND P1 is HIV- AND grid is HIV-

IF P1_HVSTD <3 OR
P1_RISK < 6 OR P0_HVSTD <3

OR grid is HIV unknown or positive.

IF person is HIV- AND
(P1 OR P0 OR grid are HIV-)

OR if person is HIV+ AND
(P1 OR P0 OR grid are HIV+)

IF P1 OR P0 OR grid are unknown.

IF person is HIV- AND
(P1 OR P0 OR grid are HIV-)

OR if person is HIV+
AND (P1 OR P0 OR grid are HIV+)

IF P1 OR P0 OR grid are unknown.

FEEDBACK7

You are at risk for getting HIV
because you had unprotected
sex with someone of unknown

HIV status.

IF HACQH=1

IF HiV- AND
NEEDLE SHARING WITH PARTNER OR UNKN

or HIV+ status in the past year.
FEEDBACK8

You are at risk of getting HIV
based on sharing needles or

works with someone of
unknown or positive HIV status.

IF HIV+ AND needle sharing
with person of unkn or HIV- status. FEEDBACK9

You are at high risk of
transmitting HIV based on

sharing needles or works with
someone of unknown or

negative HIV status.

FBKCONALL

You have been using condoms
correctly and consistently with

one or more of your sex
partners

P1_CUSE > 99 AND P1_COR=0

FBKKNOW You know the HIV status of one
or more of your sex partners.

FBKNKNOW You did not know the HIV
status of all your partners.

FEEDBACK-2
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Page: FEEDBACK-3

30

IF person is HIV- AND
 (P1 = HIV- AND P1_HIVSTD >=3

AND P1_RISK=6) OR
(P0 = HIV- AND P0_HIVSTD >=3)

BCUC

It's great that you're using birth
control as well as condoms to

protect you from both
pregnancy and HIV or STDs.

FBKCONISS You're using condoms,but have
had some problems with them

IF BCM = (0 OR 1 OR 4 OR 9 OR 10)
AND <> 2

BCM <> (0 OR 1 OR 4 OR 9 OR 10) AND = 2.

IF BCM = (0 OR 1 OR 4 OR 9 OR 10)
AND = 2

P1_CUSE < 99 AND
P1_COR <> 0

BCNC

It's great that you're taking
steps to prevent pregnancy, but

the methods you are using
aren't effective for preventing

STDs or HIV.

NBCNC

You say you do not want to get
pregnant and your are not
using anything to protect

yourself from pregnancy except
condoms. The best protection

is using both condoms and
hormonal birth control.

FBKDRKHGH
You have had unprotected

sex when you were  drunk or
high

MO2DSX2=1

BCM <> (0 OR 1 OR 4 OR 9 OR 10)
AND <> 2 NBCNC2

You say you do not want to get
pregnant and your are not
using anything to protect

yourself from pregnancy or
STDs. The best protection is

using both condoms and
hormonal birth control.

IF person is HIV+ AND
(P1 = HIV+ AND P1_HIVSTD >=3

AND P1_RISK=6) OR
(P0 = HIV+ AND P0_HIVSTD >=3)

Goto
FEEDBACK-4

FBHIVNEG
You have had a partner that

has tested negative for HIV and
had no other risks

FBHIVPOS
You have had a partner that

has tested positive for HIV and
had no other STD risks.

FEEDBACK-3
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Page: FEEDBACK-4

FBKTESTED You have been tested for HIV
since your last risk.

FBKNOTEST You haven't been tested for
HIV since your last sexual risk.

FBKNOTST2
You haven't been tested for
HIV since your last needle/

works sharing risk.

31 IF person=HIV- AND
(If last unprotected sex with a partner

of unknown or HIV+ status,
minus last HIV test, minus 3)>=0

IF person=HIV- AND
(If last unprotected sex with a

partner of unknown or HIV+ status,
minus last HIV test, minus 3)<0

IF person=HIV- AND
(SHARLS,

minus last HIV test, minus 3)<0

Goto
SYNTHRISK

Page: SYNTH-1

RISK3 How concerned at risk for
getting an STD or HIV?

IMPORT2 How important to change your
behavior?

IF P1_MONO=0 FBNMONO

You've been in a relationship
where you or your partner

may have had sex with other
people.

FBKTESTD2 You have been tested for STDs
since your last risk.

(If last unprotected sex,
minus last STD test)>=0

IF person=HIV+ AND
(If last unprotected sex with a partner

of unknown or HIV+ status,
minus last STD test)>=0

(If last unprotected sex,
minus last STD test)<0 FBKNOTST3 You haven't been tested for

STDs since your last risk.

FEEDBACK-4
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Page: SYNTH-1

IF SSWORK = any

if IMPORT2 < 4
if IMPORT >= 4 OR MISSING/RF/DK

Goto OUTSXYR
Page: SYNTH-CALC

SYNTHRSK

Now that we've reviewed your
risk for HIV & STDs, let's work
on ways to reduce that risk in

the future.  It sounds like...

SYNTHSUCC
"You have had some
successes in the past like
"SSWORK”

REASONS:
0= I would not want to
infect someone else
1= Getting an infection
would interfere with my life
goals
2= I would not want to
have to take medications
3= It might upset my
relationship with my sex
partner
4= I don't want to have
problems having children
in the future
5= I want to stay healthy
6= <%text entry%>

SYNTHIMP
"You said that it is important to
you to avoid getting an STD in
the future because (REASONS)

SYNTHINFECT "And what you are doing may
lead to an infection"

SYNTHDIFRSK

"You've said that these things:
"SSBAR" have made it difficult
for you to lower your risks for
STDs and HIV" SSBAR:

1= Using drugs and alcohol
2= Going to bars and clubs
3= Pressure from my friends
4= Embarrassment
5= Traveling and taking more
risks
6= Falling in love / meeting
someone new
7= Being anxious or depressed
8= Losing my job
9= Recently broke up with
someone
11= Other

32

ASKIF
OUTSXYR or

OUTNSYR

if IMPORT >= 4
OR MISSING/RF/DK
AND REASONS=7

Use for anyone
who specifies
REASON=7

SYNTHUNIMP

You have not said that it is
important to you to avoid
getting an STD in the future
and yet you've said that these
might be reasons why you
wouldn't want to get an STD or
HIV: (REASONS except 7)

SYNTHUNIMP
xx

You have not said that it is
important to you to avoid
getting an STD in the future.
(see excel–multi/radio)

SYNTH-1
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Page: SYNTH-2

if SSHAPLST = 0 "I was not
comfortable talking with my partner
about condoms"

if SSHAPLST = 1 = I'm not
comfortable using condoms +

if SSHAPLST = 2 = My partner does
not like condoms, condoms don’t fit,
condoms team

if SSHAPLST = 3 = We were too
horny to take the time to use condoms

if SSHAPLST = 4 = No condom was
available

if SSHAPLST = 5 = We’d both tested
negative for HIV/STDs

if SSHAPLST = 6 = I don't think we
need them because we only have sex
with each other

if SSHAPLST = 7 = I didn't think we
needed to use condoms because we
are using other birth control

if 3 "Lots of people get lost in the heat
of the moment, but having a condom
available may help you to remember
to use it."

if 4 "Many people find that carrying
condoms even if they aren't expecting
to have sex helps them to remember
to use them"

if 5 and 6 "It's great that you're in a
relationship where both of you have
been tested; just remember that
relationships can change before you
know it. It's always safest to protect
yourself with condoms."

if 6 but not 5 "It's great that you're in a
relationship where you're only having
sex with one another but remember
that people can have infections they
aren't aware of from previous
relationships. It's always safest to
protect yourself with condoms "

if 7 "It's great that you're using birth
control, but what you are using won't
protect you from getting HIV or STD
infection."

if SSHAPLST = (any answer except DK RTA)

SYNTHCON
"You've said that these things
make it difficult for you to use
condoms:"

33

if SSHAPLST = 66 = <%INSERT
TEXT%>

SYNTH-2
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Page: STAGE-COUN-1

If Virgin

Goto TESTVID
Page STAGE-COUN-3

Waiting for Sex video

Having Sex for the first time
video

34

Else

Goto PRECOALL1
Page STAGE-COUN-2

Waiting?
[Need actual text]WAITSEX Yes CNSVIRGIN

You've decided to wait for sex
until its right for you.

Congratulations, that's a great
way to protect yourself.

Click on these videos for more
information about waiting, or

preparing, for sex

STAGE-COUN-1
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Page: STAGE-COUN-2

Yes

Many people struggle with the
decision to use condoms. Many
people do start using condoms so
they can protect themselves, their
partners, their children, or their
communities. Change is hard, but if
you think there might be some
reasons to start using condoms, these
videos might be helpful.

if SSHAPLST = 0 AND (MSW or
WSM) goto “Talking With Partner”
(new or existing–check logic–are you
going have sex with this partner again
var)

if SSHAPLST = 1 AND (MSM or MSW
or WSM) OR P1_COR=1 goto male
condom video (appropriate version)

Yes

Many people struggle with the
decision to use condoms. It sounds
like you're starting to think about using
condoms more often. But these have
been barriers for you in the past. For
you, what is going to be the hardest
thing about making this change?

Change is hard, but if you think there
might be some reasons to start using
condoms, these videos might be
helpful.

if SSHAPLST = 0 AND (MSW or
WSM) goto “Talking With Partner”
(new or existing–check logic–are you
going have sex with this partner again
var)

if SSHAPLST = 1 AND (MSM or MSW
or WSM) OR P1_COR=1 goto male
condom video (appropriate version)

IF MSM and not out,

{Figuring out to talk to my partner;
feeling comfortable using}

if female & unprotected sex,
incl. PID/infertility video
route all appropriate videos.
SEE INLINE INSTRUCTIONS
AT LEFT.

MSM & MSF: Condom videos;
Communication videos

responses + other

route all appropriate videos
SEE INLINE INSTRUCTIONS
AT LEFT.

MSM & MSF: Condom videos;
Communication videos

YesPRECOALL1
Automatically launch video

(P1_SCOV>2 or P1_SOCA>2)
AND OUTSXYR=1

35

No

No

No

It sounds like you’re doing well with
having protected sex with your last
partner, but you’ve had unprotected
sex with somone else in the last year.

Launch (new) precont video
Then goto CONTALL

PRECOALL2 All Precontemplative

Goto READALL
Page STAGE-COUN-2a

CONTALL All Contemplative

"You've said that it's been difficult for
you to 'talking about condoms with
existing partner' (msm vs het)

'talking about condoms with new
partner' (msm vs het)

TALKEXS if 0 or 2 and P1_LREL = 0 and
P1_3CV3 <> 2

TALKNEW if 0 or 2 and P1_LREL = 0 and
P1_3CV3 <> 2

Yes

Yes

No

No

STAGE-COUN-2
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Page: STAGE-COUN-2a

YesACTALL All Action

It sounds like you're doing a great job
using condoms (if consistent and
proper).
Click on these videos for some ideas
that might help you stick with it.

if SSHAPLST = 0 AND (MSW or
WSM) goto “Talking With Partner”
(new or existing–check logic–are you
going have sex with this partner again
var)

if SSHAPLST = 1 AND (MSM or MSW
or WSM) OR P1_COR=1 goto male
condom video (appropriate version)

IF MSM and not out,

{SHOW ALL HETERO and MSM
communication and condom use
videos}

it sounds like you're doing a good job
using condoms, but you might need
(verbage as appropriate for risks:
improper, no testing...);

Yes

It sounds like you're doing a great job
using condoms (if consistent and
proper).
it sounds like you're doing a good job
using condoms, but this video can
help you make sure you’re using them
correctly. (P1_COR-1 for MSM or
MSW)

For MSM:

Click on these videos for some ideas
that might help you stick with it.

route all appropriate videos: Here
are some videos that you can
watch. We've highlighted the ones
that might be most useful to you.
{SHOW (new) Relapse prevention
video.} If incorrect condom use
with either partner, CONDOM
correctness as appropriate; Test

route all appropriate videos: Here
are some videos that you can
watch. We've highlighted the
ones that might be most useful to
you.  (WHICH ONES?)

No

No

Yes

Many people struggle with the
decision to use condoms. It sounds
like you're ready to start using
condoms more often; click on these
videos for some ideas that might help
you succeed.

if SSHAPLST = 0 AND (MSW or
WSM) goto “Talking With Partner”
(new or existing–check logic–are you
going have sex with this partner again
var)

if SSHAPLST = 1 AND (MSM or MSW
or WSM) OR P1_COR=1 goto male
condom video (appropriate version)

IF MSM and not out,

{SHOW ALL HETERO and MSM
communication and condom use
videos}

route all appropriate videos: Here
are some videos that you can
watch. We've highlighted the
ones that might be most useful to
you. {SHOW ALL HETERO and
MSM communication and
condom use videos}

No

READALL All Ready for Action

Goto PRECOMSM
Page STAGE-COUN-3

MAINTALL All Maint

36

Additional
Down Low

video?

STAGE-COUN-2a
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No Getting Tested Intro. Do you want to
watch this video?

Page: STAGE-COUN-3

TESTVID Tested? Getting Tested VideoYes

No

GOTO RR TRANS1

Virgins
and non-Virgins

Yes

37

Yes

You said that you're having sex with
other men but that you aren't
comfortable with being open about it.
This sometimes leads people to do
things that may put them at risk for
HIV & STDs. Here's a story about
someone in a similar situation…

MSMOUT <> 5 And ??? Use
ORIENT to steer to "gay" vs
"not-gay" videoPRECOMSM MSM Not out

These other videos may be helpful.
(Route based on first items on page
22 (right column)). (condom
correctness and difficulties)

Could be routed to Down
Low video if added.

STAGE-COUN-3
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Page: RR TRANS

RRTRANS1 Text

Many people find that, once they've
looked carefully at their behavior,
there are things that they might want
to change. It's possible to lower your
risk for HIV and STDs in any of the
following areas. Below are some
ideas for ways that you could
change...

VIDEO TOUR:
Take them on a tour--just like new
risk feedback--highlight each
domain, show the plans.

Some people choose to lower their
risk for HIV and STDs by using
condoms or choosing safer sex
alternatives. Some possible plans are
below.

Some people choose…

Some people choose…

Some people choose…

Now that you've seen the different
ways to reduce your risk, it's time for
you to make your personal risk
reduction plan. Click on the area
you're most interested in working on.

RRTRANS2 Text

RRTRANS3 Text

Guide them through
each section from
highest impact
(condoms)
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CNSLSTEPINTRO

What will help you to
complete this plan?

Choose all the steps you
think would work for you.
Click on the video(s) for
additional information.

CNSLPLANINTRO

After you have finished
looking through these
plans, click on the one

that’s most important for
you.

ALL

Goto
Page SAFER
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Domain: Safer Sex Alternatives

StepsALL CONNORISK Instead of having vaginal, anal, or oral sex,
I will have low-risk sex (SS)

Avoid people, situations, or places that put me at
risk for having vaginal or anal sex  (for example

parties, clubs, being alone with partner)

Decrease or eliminate drugs and/or alcohol that
increase my risk for having vaginal or anal sex

Talk* to my partner(s)** about my plan to have
low risk sex (for example  mutual masturbation,

phone sex)

Go to places or participate in activities where I’m
less likely to have vaginal or anal sex (for

example, a class, movies, youth group, work,
hobby)

StepsIf NOT
Virgin CHOTHREEMONTHS I'm not going to have sex in the

next three months (abstinence)

Have non-penetrative sex (for example mutual
masturbation)

Break up with a partner who puts me at risk

Talk* to my partner** about my plan to not have
sex for the next three months

Avoid people, situations, or places that put me at
risk for having sex (for example parties, clubs,

being alone with partner)
Cut down or stop doing drugs and/or alcohol so

that I'm less likely to have sex
Go to places or participate in activities where I’m

less likely to have sex (for example sports, a
class, movies, youth group, work, hobby)

StepsALL CONALTORAL Instead of having vaginal or anal
sex, I will have oral sex  (SS)

Avoid people, situations, or places that put me at
risk for having vaginal or anal sex  (for example

parties, clubs, being alone with partner)

Decrease or eliminate drugs and/or alcohol that
increase my risk for having  vaginal or anal sex.

Talk* to my partner(s)** about my plan to have
oral sex instead of vaginal or anal sex

Go to places or participate in activities where I’m
less likely to have penetrative sex (for example

sports, a class, movies, youth group, work,
hobby)
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Domain: Safer Sex Alternatives

Steps
Drugs

or Alcohol

Plan to drink non-alcoholic drinks instead (for
example tonight I’m bringing a water bottle with

me)

Avoid people, situations, or places that put me at
risk for using drugs and/or alcohol (for example
parties, clubs, hanging out with others who use

drugs and/or alcohol)

Let my friends know I’m decreasing or eliminating
my drug and/or alcohol use and ask them to

support me

CONNODRUGS Cut down on or stop doing drugs and/
or drinking (ALL)

Go to places or participate in activities where I’m
less likely to use drugs and/or alcohol (for

example sports, a class, movies, youth group,
work, hobby)

Plan how many drinks I’ll have before I start
drinking (for example tonight I’m only going to

have two beers)

Look for a drug and/or alcohol support group or a
treatment program

StepsALL COMBOTHTESTED
I won't have sex with anyone until we’ve

both been tested for HIV/STDs I won't have sex with anyone until we’ve both
been tested for HIV/STDs

Get tested with my partner for HIV/ STDs

Know where HIV/STD testing is available (for
example health department, free clinic, mobile

clinic)

If it turns out me or my partner test positive for
STDs, we will wait to have sex until we both finish

getting treated.
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Domain: Choosing Your Partner

CHOABSTAIN I'll only choose partners who are willing to
wait for sex (abstinence) Steps

Do not have vaginal or anal sex. Have low risk
sex instead (for example mutual masturbation)

Avoid people, situations, or places that put me at
risk for having sex (for example parties, clubs,

being alone with partner)

Talk* to my partner** about waiting to have sex

If
Virgin

StepsALL CHOONEPARTNER
I will only have sex with one

partner in the next three months
(monogamy)

Steps
>3

Partners CHOFEWER I will have sex with fewer people

Avoid people, situations, or places that put me at
risk for having sex with other people (for example

parties, clubs, bars)

Talk* to my partner** to confirm or reconfirm
monogamy (only having sex with each other)

Talk* to my partner** about only having sex with
each other (mutual monogamy)

Participate in activities that would not lead to sex
with someone other than my partner (for example

sports, a class, movies, youth group, work,
hobby)

Cut down or stop doing drugs and/or alcohol so
that I'm less likely to have sex

StepsALL CHOSAFER
I will choose sex partners who are

less likely to have HIV or other
STDs.

Avoid people, situations, or places that put me at
risk for having sex with someone I don’t know

well (for example parties, clubs, bars)

Break up with a partner(s) who puts me at risk

Get to know my partners better before having sex
(for example learn about previous sex partners,
whether they've used condoms, whether they've
had an STD, when they last tested for HIV and

STDs )

Cut down or stop doing drugs and/or alcohol so
that I'm less likely to have sex

Participate in activities that would not lead to sex
(for example a class, movies, youth group, work,

hobby)

Avoid people, situations, or places that put me at
risk for having sex with people (for example

parties, clubs, bars)

Cut down or stop doing drugs and/or alcohol so
that I'm less likely to have sex
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Steps
Drugs
and

Alcohol
CHONODRUGS Cut down on or stop doing drugs

and/or drinking

Plan to drink non-alcoholic drinks instead (for
example "tonight I’m bringing a water bottle with

me")

Go to places or participate in activities where I’m
less likely to use drugs and/or alcohol (for

example sports, a class, movies, youth group,
work, hobby)

Avoid people, situations, or places that put me at
risk for using drugs and/or alcohol (for example
parties, clubs, hanging out with others who use

drugs and/or alcohol)

Plan how many drinks I’ll have before I start
drinking (for example "tonight I’m only going to

have two beers")
Let my friends know I’m decreasing or eliminating

my drug and/or alcohol use and ask them to
support me

Look for a drug and/or alcohol support group or a
treatment program

Domain: Choosing Your Partner
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Domain: Talking With Your Partner

Steps
If NOT
Virgin COMASKPARTNER I will ask my partner to get tested

for HIV/STDs

Steps
If

VIRGIN COMTALKBEFORE
Before having sex for the first time,

I'm going to talk to my partner
about HIV / STDs

StepsIf NOT
Virgin COMTALKABOUT I will talk to my partner about my

HIV/STD concerns

Plan how I will talk to my partner about testing
(for example "I’ve been thinking a lot about us

having sex and I think we should talk about
getting tested." or "It would make me feel safer if
you got tested, I was tested. How would you feel

about getting tested?")

Plan to have the talk during an appropriate time
(for example when we are both in a good mood,

when there are likely to be no interruptions, when
we are both sober)

Role-play what I’ll say with a friend

Avoid saying things or using a tone that could
cause an argument

Know where HIV/STD testing is available (for
example health department)

Talk* regularly with my partner about HIV/STD
concerns

Plan how I will bring up my concerns (for
example "I’ve been thinking a lot about us having

sex and I think we should talk about things like
HIV and STDs")

Role-play what I’ll say with a friend

Plan to have the talk during an appropriate time
(for example when we are both in a good mood,

when there are likely to be no interruptions, when
we are both sober)

Avoid saying things or using a tone that could
cause an argument

Plan how I’m going to ask my partner to get
tested

Plan how I will talk to my partner about testing
(for example "I’ve been thinking a lot about us

having sex and I think we should talk about
getting tested." or "It would make me feel safer if
you got tested, I was tested, how would you feel

about getting tested?")

Know where HIV/STD testing is available (for
example health department)

Role-play what I’ll say with a friend

Plan to have the talk during an appropriate time
(for example when we are both in a good mood,

when there are likely to be no interruptions, when
we are both sober)

Avoid saying things or using a tone that could
cause an argument

Decide what I'm going to do if my partner doesn't
want to get tested.
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Domain: Talking With Your Partner

Steps
If P1-P3

HIV status
unknown

TESPARTNERTEST I will ask my partner to get tested
for HIV and STDs (TALKING)

I will talk to my partner about getting tested for
HIV and STDs

I will go with my partner to get tested for HIV  and
STDs

ALL TESTOGETHER
My partner and I will get tested

together for HIV and STDs
(TALKING)

Steps

I will talk to my partner about getting tested for
HIV and STDs

We will go together to get tested for HIV  and
STDs

Steps
Drugs
and

Alcohol
CHONODRUGS Cut down on or stop doing drugs

and/or drinking

Plan to drink non-alcoholic drinks instead (for
example "tonight I’m bringing a water bottle with

me")

Go to places or participate in activities where I’m
less likely to use drugs and/or alcohol (for

example sports, a class, movies, youth group,
work, hobby)

Avoid people, situations, or places that put me at
risk for using drugs and/or alcohol (for example
parties, clubs, hanging out with others who use

drugs and/or alcohol)

Plan how many drinks I’ll have before I start
drinking (for example "tonight I’m only going to

have two beers")
Let my friends know I’m decreasing or eliminating

my drug and/or alcohol use and ask them to
support me

Look for a drug and/or alcohol support group or a
treatment program
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Domain: Condoms

Steps
If

VIRGIN CONUSECONDOMS When I have vaginal or anal sex I
will use condoms (CONDOM)

Get familiar with using
condoms by practicing

putting them on or
masturbating with a condom

Find out where I can get condoms and have them
with me, even when I am not planning on having

sex (in my purse, backpack, bedroom, work,
locker, friend’s house, etc.)

Decrease or eliminate drugs and alcohol that
might cause me to not use a condom

Talk* to my partner(s)** about using condoms

Experiment with different types of condoms and
lubricants to find ones I like best

Men Only

Get familiar with using
condoms. Practice putting
them on my fingers or a

banana

I will use condoms as well as
my current birth control
method to avoid both

pregnancy and HIV & STDs

In addition to condoms, I will
use other another method of

contraception to avoid an
unwanted pregnancy.

Not 100%
correct

and
consistent

with P1 OR
OUTSXYR=1

No Virgins
AND

Not SOCA
or SOCV= anything >0

CONUSEWITHALL I will use condoms more often
with all partners

Before I have sex for the first time, I will learn
how to use condoms correctly.

Women Only

Women Only

Steps

Get familiar with using
condoms by practicing

putting them on or
masturbating with a condom

Find out where I can get condoms and have them
with me, even when I am not planning on having

sex (in my purse, backpack, bedroom, work,
locker, friend’s house, etc.)

Decrease or eliminate drugs and alcohol that
might cause me to not use a condom

Talk* to my partner(s)** about using condoms

Experiment with different types of condoms and
lubricants to find ones I like best

Men Only

Get familiar with using
condoms. Practice putting
them on my fingers or a

banana

I will use condoms as well as
my current birth control
method to avoid both

pregnancy and HIV & STDs

In addition to condoms, I will
use other another method of

contraception to avoid an
unwanted pregnancy.

I will learn how to use condoms correctly. Click
on the "How to use condoms" video.

Women Only

Women Only
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Domain: Condoms

If NOT
Virgin CONUSENONMAIN I will use condoms with  anyone who

is not my main partner Steps

Get familiar with using
condoms by practicing

putting them on or
masturbating with a condom

Find out where I can get condoms and have them
with me, even when I am not planning on having

sex (in my purse, backpack, bedroom, work,
locker, friend’s house, etc.)

Decrease or eliminate drugs and alcohol that
might cause me to not use a condom

Talk* to each of my non-main partner(s)** about
using condoms

Experiment with different types of condoms and
lubricants to find ones I like best

Men Only

Get familiar with using
condoms. Practice putting
them on my fingers or a

banana

I will use condoms as well as
my current birth control
method to avoid both

pregnancy and HIV & STDs

In addition to condoms, I will
use other another method of

contraception to avoid an
unwanted pregnancy.

I will learn how to use condoms correctly. Click
on the "How to use condoms" video.

Women Only

Women Only

Not 100%
with Main Partner
or no main partner

CONUSEMAIN I will use condoms with my main
partner Steps

Get familiar with using
condoms by practicing

putting them on or
masturbating with a condom

Find out where I can get condoms and have them
with me, even when I am not planning on having

sex (in my purse, backpack, bedroom, work,
locker, friend’s house, etc.)

Decrease or eliminate drugs and alcohol that
might cause me to not use a condom

Talk* to my main partner(s)** about using
condoms

Experiment with different types of condoms and
lubricants to find ones I like best

Men Only

Get familiar with using
condoms. Practice putting
them on my fingers or a

banana

I will use condoms as well as
my current birth control
method to avoid both

pregnancy and HIV & STDs

In addition to condoms, I will
use other another method of

contraception to avoid an
unwanted pregnancy.

I will learn how to use condoms correctly. Click
on the "How to use condoms" video.

Women Only

Women Only
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Steps

include Hetero,
not trying

to get  pregnant
and not already

using condoms 100%

CONDOUBLEPROT
I will use methods that protect me

and my partner from both
pregnancy and STDs (CONDOM)

I will go to a family planning or primary care clinic
to find out about using condoms with other

effective pregnancy prevention methods to avoid
an unplanned pregnancy (women only)

I will go to a family planning or
primary care clinic with my partner
to find out about using condoms
with other effective pregnancy

prevention methods to avoid an
unplanned pregnancy

Steps

Already using
condoms

100% and OCPs CONCONTINUEPROT

I will continue to use methods that
protect me and my partner from

both pregnancy and STDs
(CONDOMS)

Domain: Condoms

Steps
Drugs

or Alcohol

Plan to drink non-alcoholic drinks instead (for
example tonight I’m bringing a water bottle with

me)

Avoid people, situations, or places that put me at
risk for using drugs and/or alcohol (for example
parties, clubs, hanging out with others who use

drugs and/or alcohol)

Let my friends know I’m decreasing or eliminating
my drug and/or alcohol use and ask them to

support me

CONNODRUGS Cut down on or stop doing drugs and/
or drinking (ALL)

Go to places or participate in activities where I’m
less likely to use drugs and/or alcohol (for

example sports, a class, movies, youth group,
work, hobby)

Plan how many drinks I’ll have before I start
drinking (for example tonight I’m only going to

have two beers)

Look for a drug and/or alcohol support group or a
treatment program

Men Only

I will talk to my partner about continuing to use
condoms.

I will be aware of situations where I might be
tempted to not use protection.

I'll get support from friends to help me keep using
condoms.

I'll continue to make sure I always have condoms
available.
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Common Questions

CNSLCOSTART

When will you start? (for example
today after school, this weekend

when I’m with my friends,
tomorrow on the telephone, next

week after I get paid, etc.)

·

CNSLCOOVER What would help you get over this
barrier (please describe)

CNSLCODO
Does this plan sound like
something you can do?

(Likert)

CNSLCOAG1

Would you like to work on a
different plan that is more realistic

for you  (No I want to finish and get
my printout / Yes )

EFFICACY2

Now that you've completed your
plan, how confident are you that
you will be able to make some
changes to reduce your risk for

getting an STD or HIV?

CNSLCOBARR
Is there anything you can think of

that will get in the way of you doing
this plan?

No

If not tested or Rapid test
Goto CNSLCOWTST
Page QUESTIONS-2

CNSLCOTALK

Many people find it helpful to get
support in carrying out their plan.

Who might support you or help you
in doing your plan? (for example

my sister, my best friend, the
school nurse, my neighbor)
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Else If
HIV risk

since last test
Goto TESGETTESTED
Page QUESTIONS-2

Yes

QUESTIONS-1
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Steps

I will find out where HIV and STD testing is
available.

I will get a referral today for HIV / STD Testing

Common Questions

No test or HIV risk
since last test

Goto PAT PRINT
Patient Printout

I already got rapid test results today

CNSLCOWTST

Now that you've completed your
plan for reducing risk, let’s talk

about your plans for HIV testing.
Which of these apply to you:

- I already got Rapid Test result
today

- I want to get HIV tested here
today

- I will get tested elsewhere
- I’m not ready to get tested yet

I want to get HIV tested
here today

I will get tested elsewhere

50
Calculate date of last HIV

test > 1 year ago
(OUTSXYR = 1 or

OUTIDUYR=1)

TESGETTESTED
I will get tested for HIV and STDS

(include on patient printout and clinic
printout)

TLKPRVDR

I want to get HIV tested
here today.

I will talk to my provider now.
(include on patient printout and clinic

printout)

 I’m not ready to get tested yet

QUESTIONS-2
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Page: PATIENT PRINT

51

PRNTINTRO You've done a great job! Your
session is now complete. IPRNTINTRO Let’s print out what you’ve done

so far.

Session
Complete

Session
not Complete

PRNCOP1

 Right now I'm printing an
anonymous summary of
what we discussed here for
you to keep. We'll also print
out a separate page of
general resources that you
might use in the future.

PRNCOP2

If you would like another
copy with no names or
identifying information to
show to your clinician or to
leave with them to keep in
your medical chart, click the
"Print another copy" button.
Otherwise, click "Next" to
see your other options.

Print:
RECID
Electronic Consent
Risk Summary
Prevention Plan
Referrals
HIV Test Result

Print:
RECID
Electronic Consent
Risk Summary
Prevention Plan
Referrals
HIV Test Result

If Study
Goto

Acceptability
Else

Only hard copy
consent form has

name.

Done
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Page: Clinic Print

52

CPRNVRFY

Verify all of following is in order:
Staff Login

RECID
CHARTID

Test Result

If NO
goto STAFF INTERRUPT

sequence to gather this info

CPRN Print it.

If YES

Exit back to entry point

CPRNCHSE

Choose what to Print (checkboxes):
RECID
CHARTID
Test Result
Consent Form
Risk Summary
Prevention Plan
Referrals
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Acceptability

ACCEADIF Ease of difficulty of use

ACCLENGTH Too long, too short, or just right?

53

ACCHELP Did this help compared to face-to-
face counseling?

ACCNEXT

If you were to do this again, which
type of counselor would you prefer?

- Face-to-face
- Computer

Done.Else

ACCF2F Do you feel like you need further face-
to-face counseling?

If
OUTREACH

No

PRVMSG Talk to your provider

Yes
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Page: Staff Interrupt

Asynchronous Interrupt sequence for staff to enter test results
and get printouts.
Launched by a “Staff” button that appears on every RA screen.

Enter chartID if none is yet
associated with RECID

(mandatory)

Enter Recruitement ID, if
not already stored in

current session.
(mandatory)

If No
Exit back to entry point

(where ever survey
was interrupted, etc.)

54

If RAPID
Date.RAPDATE

Rapid HIV test lot #RAPLOT

Rapid HIV test controlsRAPCON

Rapid HIV QA infoRAPQA

Preliminary Positive

Yes

POSCSPEC Confirmatory specimen
collected?

POSSUPPL Support plan?

POSCIDES Suicidality/homocidality

POSTXNOT Sex/Needle partners who will
need to be notified.

FUSERV

Followup scheduled for
confirmatory results &

Where. Is patient interested
in having services? (HIV
exam; Anonymous first

clinical exam; help talking to
their partner(s); Other)

POSEMPMS

Empathetic message about
results.

Assess coping.
Meaning of result based on

patient’s risk.

Did you collect a specimen?SPCRMND

Else

SPRNTQ Do you want to print stuff?

If Yes
goto Clinic Print

RRSLT Enter test result

POSINTRP Info about interpreting positive
test results.

NEGINTRP Info about interpreting negative
test results.

CIDERESP

Staff: What response did you
give to suicidality/

homocidality?
[free text response]

NEGSTAYN support behavior change to
stay negative,

NEGRETST recommended retesting
schedule

NEGMEAN result & meaning
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Page: Patient Interrupt

Asynchronous Interrupt sequence for any time Patient Quits out
of survey before completing it.
Launched by Quit button. (??)

CLK2LV [User must click to exit]

LVWHY
Please tell us why you’re leaving

- Going to see provider
- Sick of this

Going for exam

PRNSOFAR Would you like to print out what
you’ve done so far?

55

Sick of it

RETRMND Be sure to return here when you’re
done and finish the survey.

QTRMND
We’re sorry to see you go.

You can return later today to finish the
survey from where you left off.

If No
Exit If Yes

Goto PATIENT PRINT sequence
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Page: FU RESUME

(need var
to route to)

56
FURES

Welcome back to complete
your session (routes to place

where they left off).

There is no longer a FU
sequence for same day. Patient
resumes if interrupted, but test

results are dealt with at end in the
normal sequence just as if they

had not been interrupted.
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Page FU 2-59 P1

IF NO
Go to EVALINTRO

Page: EVAL

YES

Yes
If YES and clinic tests at beginning of visit

Go do the test and
then come back

IF NO
Go to EVALINTRO

Page: EVAL

interrupt

260WEL

Welcome back.  It’s been ___
since you were last here.
Since your last CARE session
have you gotten an HIV test?

No

260RRESYET Have you gotten your results
yet?

260PLN2TST Are you planning to get a test
today?

57

IF NO
Go to EVALINTRO

Page: EVAL
TSTSLFRP What was your test result?
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Page: EVAL < 60 days

Very Successful

Not as
planned

 - use CONBAR responses & include
got drunk/high
Common barriers:
- Partner reaction
- Uncooperative partner
- Discomfort with plan.

List steps from session 1 PP

Goto NXTPLAN
Page FU > 60

EVALBAR what got in the way of doing
your plan?

EVALGDBD
Which parts of the plan

worked best?  Which parts of
the plan were challenging?

EVALCONG

It's great you were able to do
that.  You've really

accomplished something for
yourself.

EVALLSTTM
When was the last time
you had  unprotected sex
or needle exposure?

58
EVALINTRO

This was the risk reduction
plan you were going to try out.

How did that go?
Response categories:

- Very successful
- others?
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Page: FU > 60

Prevention plan based
on what’s going on for

you now. (FUP–last time
you selected XXX (plan

eval))

EVAL > 60 days

INTERVAL > 60 days

New

Route to Risk
Assessment module

[Longitudinal: new data
set for this session -
preserve previous

responses]

Route to Feedback/
Synth module

Yes

61WEL

Welcome Back. It’s been XXX
days since your last session.
First questions about what’s

been going on in your life, and
then look at your previous

prevention plan and/or create a
new one.

59

61RAP Are you getting Rapid tested
today?

Route to RAPWEL for
rapid test protocol

No

Route to EVAL module

Prevention Plan: [Plan Title variable]
"This was the risk reduction plan you
were going to try out. How did that go?"
[Response categories]

HOWPLN

"Based on what you've said, there are
some things you could do:
(1) Try your old plan again or
(2) Pick a new plan
If you’ve been diagnosed with an STI,
think about how your STI/HIV might fit
into your plan.

NXTPLAN

Old

Present 4 domains/plans based on this
session's RA
When you try this plan, think about what
feels good and works for you and which
parts are hard.  Changing behavior takes
time and practice.  Be patient with
yourself.

NEWPLAN

Goto PLAN

- Present Old Plan and steps
- Ask Common QuestionsOLDPLAN
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